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June's Samplers of the Month
Elizabeth Hudson 1737

from

The Scarlet Letter

Finally, here is June’s other Sampler of the Month, which has been chosen for several reasons, not the least of which is its importance in
America’s history of sampler-making. As recorded by Marsha Parker of The Scarlet Letter in her introduction to this exquisite piece,
Elizabeth Hudson worked her sampler under the instruction of Elizabeth Marsh and her daughter Ann Marsh, and as such this sampler is
part of Philadelphia’s earliest identifiable group of samplers, made between 1725 and 1740.
This sampler is judged to have been made under the Marsh tutelage as many of the pattern bands that Ann worked on her own sampler
appear almost identically on Elizabeth Hudson’s. Here is Ann Marsh’s sampler, 1727, ten years earlier than Elizabeth Hudson’s, silk on
linen, 15" x 11. This piece sold at Christie's several years ago for $300,000. Would that our work will be so valued several centuries
from now.

Elizabeth Marsh was the premier schoolmistress who was instrumental in setting the trends and fashions in Philadelphia’s elegant
schoolgirl embroideries. Ann probably began teaching alongside her mother in 1737 or 1738, so either woman could have guided Elizabeth
Hudson in the execution of her sampler.
Both Marshes were Quaker, and that creates for me a special bond with this sampler because my husband’s ancestors were also Quaker,
coming to Philadelphia from England with a land grant from William Penn, and some of them were beautiful samplermakers. One of them,
Ann Tatnall (the Tatnalls are in our family genealogical tree as well ~ my husband’s great grandfather was Joseph Tatnall Lea), has her
sampler pictured in Bolton & Coe’s American Samplers.
So I have a special affinity for Philadelphia Quaker samplers, and I have had Elizabeth’s reproduction in my to-do basket for nearly a
decade. At Debra’s urging, I have selected it as one of June’s Samplers of the Month so that I will set aside time to stitch this gorgeous
piece. This sampler is an ambitious undertaking, but it is so beautiful that it will create many, many hours of pleasurable stitching time.
Even on 40c it is 16 x 23 ¼. I considered doing it on 45c, but after a bit of “test” queen stitching on it, the queen-stitched band of
strawberries changed my mind.

For the first time ever, in my memory, I'm using a combination of silks to recreate this sampler. I really tried but just couldn't think
about spending hours on the border using solid silks, so I'm stitching it in Belle Soie in gorgeous shades of greens and red. But for the
lengthy verse, stitched over 1, as well as the genealogical information at the bottom and the queen-stitched strawberries I've chosen Au
Ver A’Soie ’s 100/3. It has a very tight twist, and I love it for over-one stitching. I've decided to do these over-one stitches in a
continental stitch, and as you can see from the photo of my progress, on 40c the letters are sufficiently “filled in” with this version of a
half cross-stitch. I will be using Au Ver A’Soie ’s Soie d’Alger for some of the satin-stitch dividing bands. The dividing bands are all
stitched in satin stitch, so those will be saved for later.

Here’s the verse, mostly stitched in capital letters but with a whimsical variance in the mix of both capitals and small letters and also in
some of the spellings ~ and without any help from punctuation:

SOME COVET TO BE DECKED IN RICH ATTIRE WITH GOLD AND PEARL THAT OTHERS MAY
ADMIRE THEM AND HONOUR THEM AND THAT THEY MAY ADVANCE A BEAUTY THAT WILL
SOON DECAY
IF IMPERFECTIONS DID NOT LODGE WITHIN WHAT MEAN THESE DECKINGS OF THE FADING
SKIN THEY IN WHOSE NOBLE BREAST TRUE VERTUE DWELLS NEED NOT SO MUCH ADORN
THEIR OUTWARD SELVES
O THOU GREAT KING OF KINGS ARISE AND REIGN EXCEPT THY VERTUE SPRINGS ALL
WORSHIPS VAIN EXCEPT THY QUICKNING LIFE BE FELT TO RISE THERES NONE CAN OFFER
UP A SACRIFICE THE BED WAS EARTH THE RASED PILLOW STONE WHEREON POOR IACOB
RESTED HIS HEAD AND BONES HEAVEN WAS HIS CANOPY THE SHADES OF NIGHT WAS
HIS DRAWN CURTAINS TO EXCLUDE THE LIGHT
POOR STATE OF IACOB AS IT SEEMS TO ME HIS CATTLE FOUND AS SOUFT A BED AS HE
YET GOD APPEARED THEIR IOY HIS CROWN GOD IS NOT ALWAYS FOUND IN BEDS OF DOWN
WE ARE IN MISERY AND IN ASHES BORN REMEMBER THIS AS YOU PASS BY DO NOT DERIDE
BUT PRAY ABIDE WHY FIX YOUR EYES ON THIS LOW GROUND WHERE SORROWS DWELL NO
TONGUE CAN TELL
During what remains of June, you can save 15% on your purchase of the chart + supplies for this exquisite reproduction. You have a
variety of choices in addition to choosing the linen count you'd like, so please be specific when ordering. Here are some examples, with
the 15% deducted, using 40c hand-dyed linen with 2-inch margins (linen prices will increase with larger counts and larger margins):
Chart + linen = $46.75
Chart + AVAS’s Soie d’Alger = $117.30
Chart + linen + AVAS’s Soie d’Alger = $148.75
Chart + linen + silk “combo” ( Belle Soie, AVAS’s Soie d’Alger and Soie 100/3) = $161.71

"A Patriot's Sampler" from Deborah Thorpe/Midsummer Night Designs
And, of course, here’s the other very special co-Sampler of the Month for June ~ “A Patriot’s Sampler” from Deborah
Thorpe/Midsummer Night Designs . I’m stitching my model on 40c Lakeside Linens with Belle Soie .

Save 15% on your purchase of the chart ($11) + your choice of linen, both color and count (40c with 2-inch margins is $16) AND/OR Belle
Soie silks ($58.50)

Some Special Attic Dates for Your Calendar

June's Sampler Sunday ~ Sunday, June 21, 1 - 4 PM. I know this is Father's Day, but the group that gathered in May selected this
date and thought they'd have time for any "father" celebrations along with Sampler Sunday. I hope that you can join us. Please call to
register.
Saturday, July 18 ~ our Semi-Annual Framing Frenzy.
Don't miss this twice-a-year opportunity for you to save 20% off your
custom frame order, including mats and fillets, excluding the labor charge. Many of you have come to know and highly regard Sandy's
ability to pick the PERFECT moulding to complement your needlework. She has a wide selection of styles from which to choose. Give her
your budget, your dislikes (i.e., no oak or no gilded gold), and she will do the rest. In fact, that's the basis for your 20% savings ~ it
saves her time in showing you dozens of mouldings when she frequently knows just the right one. This offer does not apply to readymade frames. And, as always, because of the volume of framing orders, no order will be accepted for anything with a deadline. A number
of you who live out of state have also been a part of this FF ~ and if you haven't previously, send us your treasured piece(s) and Sandy will
do the rest!
Fall Market Day ~ Saturday, October 3. I know that you will want to mark your calendars for this NEW shopping opportunity! For the
second year there will be a cash 'n carry market in St. Charles, Missouri, similar to the very popular Nashville Market, only at this one
there will be LOTS more autumn, Halloweeny, and Christmas things, along with many other wonderful needlework-related items, including
some limited editions and other have-to-have things for your stitching baskets. As with the Nashville Market Day, we will again open at 9
AM for our Attic Addicts' Special Shopping Hour, with doors opening to everyone at 10 AM.
November's Sampler Symposium ~ Friday evening through midday on Sunday, November 13-15

Some Special New Things at The Attic

I couldn't wait to show you these ~ I was asked to hold them behind the counter until their release at the Columbus market, but now it's
time! Aren't they adorable? Each set is $14.50 ~ please order by "seasonal" description or by number, if you can read them. The
"seasons," from the upper left corner, Autumn, Halloween, Christmas ~ and in the bottom row, from left to right, "Patriotic," "Yellow
Lemonade" and "Pink Lemonade."

I was on the look-out for a patriotic pincushion for my new "Patriotic Just Pins" ~ and this came in the door yesterday! From Heartstring
Samplery Primitives, "Long May She Wave" ($7) ~ perfect timing!

New colors from Crescent Colours: In cotton, Mauvelous, Mint Julep, and Sea Shelley ~ and in Belle Soie, Lara Lilac, Hula Skirt, and
Foo Foo Flamingo.
They are curled up on a beautiful new linen color from Lakeside called Porcelain. I took so many photos of it, in natural light, in
fluorescent light, with a flash, without, but simply couldn't capture its beauty. Think of beautiful blush-colored porcelain skin and that
might be close. Or better yet, order a Stitcher's Half in your favorite count, along with the cottons and/or silks shown above, and see
for yourself! During the remainder of June you can save 10% on these new colors ~ a Stitcher's Half is normally priced at $50 for 28,
32, and 36, and $54 for 40c ~ the cottons are $2/skein and the silks/$6.50 a skein. If you're an Attic Addict member, your discount will
be 15%.

From Blue Ribbon Designs :

"Americana Panorama" ($12), stitched on 40ct Wood Smoke from Lakeside with Crescent Colours cotton threads ~

~ and "Patriotic Patchwork" ($14), stitched on 40c Nutmeg from Lakeside, 134 X 158, with Gentle Art Sampler Threads ~ and
" Blooming

With Inspiration" ( $14), stitched on 40c Wisteria from Lakeside, 134 X 157, with Weeks Dye Works.

From With Thy Needle & Thread:

"School Girl Sampler" ($9) ~ "Sarah's Garden" ($9) ~ "Where's Rudolph" ($9) ~

~ "Flag Day" ($9), a self-portrait from Sunday ~ "Sheltering Tree" ($9) ~ "Spooky Hollow" ($9)

From Anne/The Goode Huswife ~ several new issues of out-of-print designs and one that's not a reprint, just a favorite:

~ "Dutch Strawberries" ($9) ~ "1807 Sheep" ($9) ~

~ "Fruitful Clusters" ($9) ~ "The Little Red R Sampler" ($9), and if you're like me and always wondered where the name came from, a
close-up of the little red "R" in the upper right corner ~

~ and, last but not least, "Polly Mumford" ($10).
From Sandra Sullivan/Homespun Elegance , some of her best ever!!!! ~

"Witches Stitch Too!" ($12 with embellishment) ~ our first shipment has come and gone, so get on the list because more of these are
coming! ~ and

~ "The Merry Stitcher" ($8), the 2009 Santa Ornament ~ and two more ornaments that are coming soon. You may preorder these if
you'd like.
Also coming soon: "Winter Wonderland" from Nikki/ Country Cottage Needleworks
Nikki has once again partnered with Crescent Colours to bring you a new line of threadpacks (her first in silk!). Each threadpack comes
with the chart and silk. Each of the individual designs measures 47w x 89h. If you plan to stitch the entire collection on one piece of
fabric, the finished stitch count will be 239w x 89h. The model was stitched on 28c Light Examplar Linen from Lakeside Linens, and the
frame is from Crescent Colours' line The Family Tree. The Family Tree is making a special size frame for those of us who like to stitch
small, i.e., 40-count.

The first in the series is Frosty Blue House (pictured above on the right), in a frame from The Family Tree.
The other packs will be released monthly.
June - Frosty Blue House
July - Skating Couple
August - Christmas Tree
September - Frosty Couple
October - Frosty Pink House

~ "Mermaids" ($8) ~ and the overdyed cottons shown on a beautiful Zweigart overdyed linen. If 36c is your favorite and you like
mermaids, we have the perfect fabric for you! Ask for "Blue Breeze" linen in 36c ~ sorry, we don't have it in any other counts, and with
as long as fabrics are taking to come from the factory in Germany, summer will be over before we get special-order colors, so if you
prefer another count, we'll suggest a different fabric.

~ and "Summer Retreats" ($10) ~ and "A Pirate's Life" ($8).
There's much more to come, but it will have to wait till next time. I'll try to send another edition later this week. I know that I missed
last week, and the new things just keep coming in the door.
For your continued inspiration, our dear customers share. Here's Marianne's beautiful "Wallace," Part 1 of "The Celtic Sampler" from
Darlene/The Needle's Prayse ~ isn't it simply stunning! Imagine what it's like in person. Those lucky samplermakers in New Jersey! And
Marianne's wall of samplers ~ thank you very much for sending the photos.

Two recent finishes from Sandy's framing studio:

Carol's beautiful rendition of the "Mexican Sampler Circa 1850" ($14) from Wild-Heart Designs and Sandy's "Sarah's Work" ($9) from
Kathy/Carriage House Designs.
And here are some snippets from last Thursday night's stitch-in, wrapped up with a bow and a hug for Barb and Paula, who are missed
greatly:

Betsy's "Mary Tillinghast" from Sheepish Designs

Linda's "Blessings Sampler" ($18) from Wild-Heart Designs

Debi's "The Dreamer " ( $11 ) from Mirabilia

June's "Hop" Over the Top Tin from Just*Nan ~ isn't it gong to be adorable, especially with purple scissors! It's no longer available, but
.............

....... these are "Snow" and "Grow" in the 2009 series, and we still have a few spots that remain on our subscription list if you'd like to sign
up for these + two more to come later in the year.

Grace's "Spot Motif Embroidery" from The Scarlet Letter

Sheri's completed "Ida Mae" from The Goode Huswife ~ and Angelica's "Mystery Sampler" from last year's Loose Feathers Club.

Carol's "Hannah Beeby" ~ and Jayne's almost-completed "Snowflakes" ($8) from Little House Needleworks

And Jayne's new project, "Cinderella" by Lizzie*Kate in the Giggle Boxer series ~ I LOVE these! They make me laugh outloud. Watch
soon for the next one in this series. And Carol's beautiful "Peppermint Twist" ($14) from Blue Ribbon Designs.
Here's part of the reason there wasn't a newsletter last week ~ and what a great reason! Tyler and Hannah came for lunch on Thursday,
and they brought their mom, too. They had a wonderful time putting all of our duckies in order. Weeks before, Memorial Day weekend to
be exact, we celebrated Tyler's 12th birthday. Gosh, where have the past 12 years gone? I remember when he fit in the crook of my
arm.

This is a very special part of summer here, when we can buy fresh sweet corn that is every bit as good as that grown in the gardens of
the Midwest where I grew up. The Fitch family has farmed this land for several generations, I'm told, and it's just a mile from the shop,
on my way to the post office each day. I love it that Mesa still retains a wee bit of its small-town charm when right in the heart of
downtown is a corn field.

Shhhhhhh, don't tell anyone else, but global warming hasn't yet come to the Valley of the Sun, at least for
this year so far. We are enjoying the most glorious weather that I can remember in mid-June, when some
years temperatures climb to record highs near 120. And we've been staying very comfortably under 100
degrees. It's only 91 right now. Whoops! I spoke too soon. The 10-day forecast has us into the low 100's
starting tomorrow. Oh, well, we knew it had to end soon.
More very soon ........

Jean Lea

Attic Needlework & Collectibles
106 East McKellips Road, Suite 111
Mesa, Arizona 85201
480.898.1838 ~ FAX: 480.898.0332
Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC
www.atticneedlework.com/

